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2007 Trilateral Alliance Letter Paragraphs on the basis of 2006 letter and Input from 
U.S. Coalition

Dear Madam, Sirs,

 Upon a proposal from PatCom the Trilateral Alliance decided to add the United 
Nation’s World Intellectual Property Organization to the addressees of its annual letter to 
the offices. WIPO and its services are continually developing a fourth platform of global 
importance and they show similar signals of cooperation as well as increasingly competi-
tive services towards the commercial patent information sector. PatCom also has a yearly 
meeting with WIPO and we believe a common understanding of the services and develop-
ments within the free services offerings is essential.  Additionally the changes in IPC 8 and 
the introduction of ST.36 have proven the importance of workshops and information 
exchange with the industry.    

 PatCom congratulates the EPO for its comprehensive analysis of the Future of 
Intellectual Property which was presented at the European Patent Forum at Munich in April 
2007. The printed version is worth  studying carefully because this analysis shows very 
clearly the advantages and the destructive forces included in the ongoing globalization 
process. We hope that all offices together with industry are kept aware of the necessity of a 
solid, as far as possible harmonized and highly qualified legal basis for the future of intel-
lectual property protection as one of the pillars of the global trade system.



The Tri lateral All iance of Intel lectual Property Information and Services Companies 

 The role of information distribution and usage with adequate data quality is very 
substantial and cannot be completely fulfilled by only one institution. We appreciate 
therefore the communication and cooperation development of the last years and hope that 
together we can continue to create systematic improvement for the future of innovation in 
science and technology.     

 However, as users and providers of patent information, we want to use this oppor-
tunity to express our continued concern about the quality and availability of the informa-
tion provided by the patent offices and by WIPO . It is essential for the patent information 
industry that the supply of raw patent data is timely, reliable and uninterrupted. Changes 
and inconsistencies in data provision and data formats continue to be a challenge for all 
users of patent data.  

 Although the difficulties that exist around the supply of patent information from 
China have been recognized we would very much encourage you to support the Chinese 
Patent Office and other institutions to achieve a solution in the near future. We appreciate 
EPO’s East-West activities and the attempt to include China and Korea into the large 
offices harmonization process.

 Once more and still we need to express our concerns about the fact that some free 
services from the patent offices provide access to patent data before or on the day that this 
information is provided to commercial users of this data, thus creating an unbalanced 
competitive setback for the commercial industry.

 Unfortunately also our concerns about the increase of commercial services by 
patent offices and WIPO on a free basis have not been reduced during the last year. We 
continue to be interested in trying to achieve a mutually accepted balance between free-of-
charge services and commercial value-added services, to keep innovation and investment 
in the patent information sector effective and of high quality. Again we want to stress that, 
as commercial industry, we need to be aware of any upcoming changes at least 12 months 
before the change (or instruction of a service) happens. Additionally we request all offices 
and organizations politely but very urgently not to announce services that are not known to 
the commercial industry or that have an unclear release date.

 Furthermore we want to stress to all offices and organizations the concerns around 
IPC 8. Although a massive amount of work has been executed with the introduction and 
implementation, the first dark clouds are appearing on the horizon. The various interpreta-
tion from offices, the problems around the master classification file, the discussion 
between advanced and core classification are now all starting to have their effect. 
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We want to stress the importance of standardization and a uniform use of IPC 8. The 
classification system has the potential to be a very useful tool, but the current issues need 
to be addressed. 

 The U.S. Coalition Member companies who provide Trademark Information 
services are concerned that the reliability and service level provided for bulk Trademark 
data delivery could decrease once Trademark data are free starting January, 2008.  How-
ever, USPTO OCIO has assured us that the reliability, accuracy, and service will continue 
at the highest level after January, 2008 and indeed may improve somewhat.

 The U.S. Coalition Member companies are basically satisfied that USPTO is not 
providing any features in its free patent web online services that unfairly compete with the 
private sector.  Before the initiation of full-text patents on the web, USPTO provided a list 
of proposed features and functions to the Coalition for review, after which discussions 
were held with USPTO.  The result of these discussions was a set of functions that were 
acceptable to both parties. USPTO continues to abide by these prior understandings.  The 
Coalition looks forward to review and discussions, consistent with federal statute and 
regulation, for any future planned search engine changes.

 Patent Reform is high on the agenda in the United States, and the Coalition strongly 
supports provisions that remove current legal constraints on patent searching and on 
providing comments on the relevance of key references to claims being examined.  The 
Coalition has lobbied both the House and Senate Judiciary Committees on these issues to 
urge their passage."

 In Japan, the JPO and private sectors basically agree to play different roles.  Timely 
releasing raw data is considered as public parts which the JPO is responsible for.  For 
private sectors, there should be a market that allows us to maximize our specialties in order 
to match various users’ needs.  That is the private parts that we are responsible for.  The 
JPO’s territory is to provide accurate raw data and we should try our best to offer value-
added services and search tools.  

 Without accurate raw data, private sectors would be burdened by the tasks to raise 
accuracy of the raw data.  As the same time, if the JPO started to provide value-added 
services and search tools, the balance between the JPO and private sectors would be lost 
without doubt.  
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 Currently in Japan, the JPO is putting more energy on developing search tool but 
not on the accuracy of raw data.   However, we all know that the JPO is the only one who 
can control raw data accuracy.  Raw data is the very basic foundation for all the IP infor-
mation activities.

 The Optimization of JPO Operation and Systems is in the spotlight.  The original 
motive for this project is to integrate and manage the JPO databases in order to provide 
high quality and precise raw data.  To provide the accurate raw data becomes the key to 
judge the success of this project.  Providing accurate and stable raw data is JPO’s primary 
mission.  We do not see any benefit if the JPO jumps into private sectors’ fields but 
neglecting to execute their primary responsibility.  We urgently request the JPO concentrat-
ing on raw data provision, leave the value-added services to our private sectors.  It is the 
best scenario for the whole industry.

 Patent Offices' free internet services have already crossed borders.  How to break 
the pie between Patent Offices and private sectors becomes an international topic.  It is 
impossible for Patent Offices to satisfy all users, we sincerely suggest that Patent Offices 
utilize their specialities to bring raw data to the next high level.  The key components that 
contribute to accurate information are stability, continuity, and comprehensiveness.  The 
responsibility of this matter rests solely upon the shoulders of the Patent Offices.

 We continue to extend our offering to work closely with the offices and organiza-
tions to help solve the challenges the patent system faces. These cannot be solved except 
by the combined harmonious efforts of both the public and private sectors. The Trilateral 
Alliance looks forward to working with you with these goals in mind.

Sincerely,

Willem Geert Lagemaat Sumio Kanero    Joseph L. Ebersole
President   President    Counsel
PatCom   Patent Information Online  Coalition for Patent 
    Service Council   and Trademark 
         Information 
         Dissemination
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